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S

ince relocating to Brooklyn’s Fort
Greene district in 1908, the Brooklyn
Academy of Music (BAM), which this
year celebrates its 152nd anniversary,
has grown to encompass theater,
dance, music, opera, film, arts education and
more. Through the decades, BAM’s campus has
expanded as well, incorporating historic and
new buildings and sparking the creation of a
surrounding cultural district.
This year also marks the 10th anniversary
of the working relationship between BAM
and Auerbach Pollock Friedlander, a
leading theater, media facilities and lighting
consulting company, as the organization
enhances its facilities to support its innovative
programming. BAM first hired Auerbach
Pollock Friedlander in 2004 to renovate the
rigging systems in the Howard Gilman Opera
House and the Harvey Theater.
The project at the Harvey required more
than a simple overhaul. The theater began life
in 1904 as the Majestic Theater, first hosting live
performances before later serving as a movie
house. It was boarded up in the 1960s, decaying
with age and water damage, until BAM’s thenpresident, Harvey Lichtenstein, spotted it as the
perfect place to stage Peter Brook’s nine-hour
production of The Mahabharata. Completed in
1987, BAM’s renovation intentionally left the
interior with a distressed appearance.

Main: New seating installed
in 2013 is integrated with the
distressed finishes of the Harvey
Theater, an aesthetic choice
made during the 1987 renovation
to remind patrons of its origin
in 1904 as the Majestic Theater
Below: The Harvey Theater’s
5D cinema screen is suitable
to show both 2D and 3D films

In the name
of progress
A renovation to the rigging systems of the USA’s oldest performing
arts center’s theater has led to a decade-long collaborative effort
to overhaul several other aspects of the famous institution
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A custom hydraulic rigging system had been
installed as part of the renovation. After careful
examination, Auerbach Pollock Friedlander
determined that the aged system could no longer
be maintained safely, so the team replaced it
with a state-of the-art equivalent. That proved
to be the start of a multiyear process to adapt
and refine the Harvey to meet contemporary
audience and performance needs.

Audience analysis

The next big project was to replace the seats.
Bench-style seating had originally been installed
for The Mahabharata, but BAM eventually
replaced it with more conventional fold-down
seats that preserved the bench-style look. By the
turn of the millennium, these second-generation
seats had started falling apart and replacement
parts were hard to find.
BAM asked Auerbach Pollock Friedlander to
retain the distinctive curving bench-style look
while increasing comfort. The team worked
with Mitchell/Giurgola Architects and seating
manufacturers to develop a bespoke solution that
consists of individual seats that fit side by side in
such a way that it preserves the unbroken visual
line of the backrests. As part of this process, the
team also reviewed audience circulation paths
and safety, as well as ADA compliance, and
identified anomalies that needed addressing. As
a result, BAM enlarged the scope of the project
to include replacement of the front section of the
orchestra seating and the entire stage floor with
modular platforms.
“Auerbach Pollock Friedlander did a fantastic
job collaborating with the architect to optimize
the seating layouts, to minimize the loss of
seats, and to make the new seats look like they
had always been there, evoking the quality of
what had been there before,” says Jonathan
Jones, director of capital projects for BAM. “The
company’s solutions are indeed innovative and
the seats are very comfortable.”

Creating a 5D experience

The next task was to add a cinema screen so that
BAM could provide programming during the
summer months after the performance season
ended. BAM wanted to be able to show first-run
2D and 3D films on a single screen, as opposed to
two screens, which was typical for a commercial
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Left: The Fishman Space and
Scripps Stage in the Richard
B Fisher building can be
configured in a variety of
ways to provide BAM with
many staging opportunities
Right: The Richard B Fisher
building was the first new
construction at BAM in a
century. Pictured is the
Fisher Hillman Studio,
a 1,600ft2 rehearsal and
performance space

cinema. The screen – 35ft wide and 19ft high –
needed to be easy to strike and store quickly, but
there was no room for it in the stage house. On
top of that, because the venue had been designed
for live performance, acoustic finesse would
be required to avoid excess reverberation from
modern movie soundtracks.
Fortunately, a new type of screen became
available just as the team was developing the
project. Previously, 2D projections required a
white screen while 3D projections used a screen
made of silver material. The new 5D screen can
handle both types. Auerbach solved the storage
problem by creating a space beneath the modular
stage floor. BAM staff simply open up the floor,
lower chain hoists from above, and connect
them to the screen case to lift it. The changeover
process can be completed in less than two hours.
Auerbach Pollock Friedlander worked with
Akustiks to design motorized and individually
adjustable acoustic banners to increase the
intelligibility of movie dialog. “The acoustic
banner installation was required by the new
cinema system, but it has proved useful for other
programming as well,” says Auerbach’s principalin-charge, Steve Friedlander.

Flexing the black box

To add an intimate black box venue to its campus
that would support local and emerging artists
and more experimental productions – while
also housing BAM’s education facilities – BAM
undertook the adaptive reuse and expansion
of the historic Salvation Army structure into
the Richard B Fisher building. Designed by H3
Hardy Collaboration Architecture, it is the first
new addition to BAM’s campus in more than 100
years. BAM Fisher opened to audiences in the
autumn of 2012.
Auerbach Pollock Friedlander designed the
Fisher building’s 250-seat Fishman Stage and
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Scripps Stage for maximum flexibility. The
retractable seating can be arranged in a wide
variety of configurations, including end stage,
thrust stage, theater-in-the-round and flat floor
setups. The 21ft-high tension-wire grid covers
the entire room. Rigging lines can be attached
to the structural grid above the wire grid,
anywhere in the room. Extensive lighting, audio
and video systems infrastructure is distributed
around the space in order to enable sophisticated
multimedia productions.
“The black box theater in the Fisher has
definitely been as flexible as we’d hoped, and
in some ways even more so,” says Jones. “We
were expecting to be able to do four seating
configurations but we’ve been able to do 10.
We’ve also been able to do things like fly a piano
during a show.”
Auerbach Pollock Friedlander was also
involved in the design of the Fisher Hillman
Studio, a second performance and rehearsal hall
on the fourth floor that can seat up to 125 and
features a floor-to-ceiling glass wall providing a
panoramic view of Brooklyn. The Fisher building
also includes offices, classroom space and a
rooftop terrace, and provides additional space for
visual art exhibitions.
The collaboration continues with further
improvements to the Harvey Theater, including
replacement of the seats in the balcony sections
with new ones similar to those on the main floor.
With its mission of supporting cutting-edge
emerging artists as well as modern masters, BAM
has continually evolved its campus to meet the
needs of today while honoring the legacy of the
past. The recent enhancements and additions
represent its long commitment to the arts and the
community, which has made it a cornerstone of
cultural life for local and global audiences. n
www.auerbachconsultants.com
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LIGHTING
GLOBAL DESIGN SOLUTIONS

Let there
be light
London’s iconic Savoy Theatre has turned to a revolutionary
new lighting system to bring its auditorium into the 21st
century while also restoring the venue’s original charm
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it opened in 1881, the Savoy Theatre was the first
public building in the world to be illuminated by
incandescent electric lighting.

A modern makeover

Assured of its place in the pantheon of iconic
theaters for its artistic history and technical
importance alike, the Savoy Theatre has
now experienced another twist in its
fascinating tale. Fittingly, this
development once again concerns the
theater’s provision for lighting. Just as
the Savoy first opened its doors with
the cutting edge of technology to the
fore, now it has embraced the LED
revolution in a move that
demonstrates a commitment not
only to enhancing the experience
of its audience, but toward
improving its environmental
sustainability as well.
Early in 2014, the Savoy’s
owners took the decision to replace
its existing house-light system,
which comprised traditional 40-60W
tungsten candle-lamps and cold
cathode tubing, with an energyefficient, environmentally friendly
system. When the Savoy invited
Global Design Solutions (GDS), in
conjunction with installers White
Light, to consult over the best way
forward, the legendary theater was
once again the focus of some cuttingedge thinking.
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T

he much loved Savoy Theatre
on the Strand in London’s West
End was regarded as the most
beautifully fitted theater in Europe
when it opened in 1881. Built by
Richard D’Oyly Carte to showcase the operas
of Gilbert and Sullivan, the Savoy has
seen all manner of change across the
years. Gutted and completely refitted
by D’Oyly Carte’s son Rupert in
1929, and ravaged by fire in 1990,
it reopened in a blaze of publicity
in 1993 with a Royal Gala
performance in the presence
of the Princess of Wales. The
theater has hosted countless
prestigious productions across
the decades, from plays by
Coward and Stoppard to
performances by the Royal
Shakespeare Company and
English National Ballet. Never
forgetting its roots, the D’Oyly
Carte Opera Company returned
to the Savoy Theatre in 2000 to
stage a season of Gilbert and
Sullivan productions.
Given the dazzling array
of stars that have graced its
stage, the Savoy has little need
to stake any further claims
to fame. Ultimately though,
there exists one fact about this
123-year-old institution that
perhaps trumps all others. When
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Main: Installed by White Light, the new lighting
system is based entirely on LED technology
Opposite: GDS’s 4W LED candle-lamps replaced
the existing 40-60W tungsten candle-lamps
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